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Advances in Computer-Supported LearningIGI Global, 2006
The Internet and growth of computer networks have eliminated geographic barriers, creating an environment where education can be brought to a student no matter where that student may be.  The success of distance learning programs and the availability of many Web-supported applications and multimedia resources have increased the effectiveness of...
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jQuery 1.4 Animation Techniques: Beginners GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	Since the first jQuery homepage in 2006, an interactive example introduced visitors to jQuery with a single line of code, and a button to run that code. When clicked, it added a class to a hidden paragraph, and animated that paragraph to become visible.


	Today, in late 2010, the API documentation has 15 methods listed in the Effects...
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Pro CSS for High Traffic WebsitesApress, 2011

	Although web standards-based websites can scale effectively—and basic CSS will give you basic results—there are considerations and obstacles that high traffic websites must face to keep your development and hosting costs to a minimum. There are many tips and tricks, as well as down-to-earth best practice information, to make sure...
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Methods of Analysis for Functional Foods and Nutraceuticals, Second EditionCRC Press, 2008


	Functional foods and nutraceuticals encompasses a wide variety of topics ranging

	from foods with positive health attributes to even dietary supplements. The analysis

	of this diverse category can create its own set of challenges since sometimes it is not

	known what is the active agent. Hence an analyst looks for a marker compound,...
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Integrated Management SystemsSpringer, 2014

	Examining the challenges of integrated management, this book explores the importance and potential benefits of using an integrated approach as a cross-functional concept of management. It covers not only standardized management systems (e.g. International Organization for Standardization), but also models of self-assessment, as well as...
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Flexible, Reliable Software: Using Patterns and Agile Development (Chapman & Hall/CRC Textbooks in Computing)CRC Press, 2010

	
		Flexible, Reliable Software: Using Patterns and Agile Development guides students through the software development process. By describing practical stories, explaining the design and programming process in detail, and using projects as a learning context, the text helps readers understand why a given...
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Integration of ICT in Smart OrganizationsIdea Group Publishing, 2006
The production and service of the 21st century is based on distributed or networked organizations. The denomination of these organizations can be different (extended-, virtual-, smart-organization, etc.), but there are some main important common characteristics. In this type of organizations, flexible, independent organizational and production...
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Securing Biometrics ApplicationsSpringer, 2007
Biometrics is becoming increasingly common in establishments that require high security such as state security and financial sectors. The increased threat to national security by terrorists has led to the explosive popularity of biometrics. A number of biometric devices are now available to capture biometric measurements such as fingerprints, palm,...
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New Trends in Software Process Modelling (Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering)World Scientific Publishing, 2006
Over the years, a variety of software process models have been designed to structure, describe and prescribe the software systems construction process. More recently, software process modelling is increasingly dealing with new challenges raised by the tests that the software industry has to face.    This book addresses these new trends in software...
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Learn Java for Web Development: Modern Java Web DevelopmentApress, 2014

	Web development is still one of today's most popular, active, and important programming and development activities. From a single web page to an e-commerce-enabled web site to a fully-fledged web application, the Java programming language and its frameworks allow you great...
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Marine Pollution and Human Health (Issues in Environmental Science and Technology)Royal Society of Chemistry, 2011

	There is growing concern about the state of the world's oceans. The rapid growth of human populations in coastal regions has led to increasing dependence on marine resources. Beneficial features related to food supply and life style need to be balanced against the hazards presented by microbial pathogens, chemical pollutants, and toxic algal...
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The Practice of Macro Social WorkBrooks Cole, 2013

	Intended for those who want to make a difference in today's modern society, this comprehensive book explores the theory and methods in nine arenas of macro social work at the community, organizational, societal, and global levels of practice. THE PRACTICE OF MACRO SOCIAL WORK, Fourth Edition, challenges readers to use their concern,...
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